cultures to grassroots movements. The aesthetics that inform today's digital images of mountains and skies is built on a set of presumptions that were pioneered in Germany in the 1920s and 1930s. Walter Benjamin provides a contemporary conceptual framework for understanding the films of the early twentieth century with his theory about the work of art in the age of mechanical reproduction. Benjamin credits the medium of photography with freeing the human hand from the process of artistic reproduction and emphasizing the human eye instead which is much quicker than the hand, thus speeding up the process of reproduction by a significant measure (see Benjamin 1974a: 138). The artist who serves as a mediating figure in the trajectory from the nineteenth-century landscape panorama to the aesthetics of modern-day nature photography is the French painter Paul Cézanne and his life-long fascination with the Mont Sainte-Victoire in the Provence. There are countless depictions
